From the Middle Ages to the 20 th century, the French language spread throughout Europe and all over the world, especially in Africa and in America, due to the different waves of colonisation. But this growth is compromised and even challenged within the French territory. We will thus aim at analysing the reasons of both the traditional expansion and the recent regression of the French, but we will also consider ways of curbing this movement. In order to do so, one has to defend French, in a world divided among different languages supported by economic power and cultural influence forged over the years, and therefore illustrate it and make it shine in order to better strengthen it.
Favorable conditions for the expansion of French
The royal estate expended significantly and opened outwards, especially towards Italy and Canada, at a time when the economy was growing, society was changing and cultural needs were developing. Printing, by disseminating the ancient works introduced by Renaissance, stirred among a greater number of poorly literate French, a desire of culture that translations would satisfy. The Reformed, in the interest of popularization, wanted to translate religious texts. The new bourgeoisie, whe excel in business, paid greater attention to vernacular languages and were more interested in the education of children and the learning of the mother tongue and of foreign languages. The language of the king therefore, had to gain ground in order to become a real bridge between the French of different origins and to turn them into a united nation.
In this struggle for the development of French, the king and the royalty played a decisive role. The ordinance of Villers-Cotterêts is its first striking demonstration : signed by François I, in 1539, he ordered that "all arrests, together all other procedures [...] be pronounced, recorded and delivered to the parties in the French maternal language and not otherwise" 2 , i.e., according to the interpretation of historians, in the language of Ile-de-France or in the varieties of languages used in the provinces. In any case, Latin was officially excluded from administration and justice. The institution of a royal printing house in French in 1543, the writing of certain privileges, the rewards granted to publications in French are all manifestations of the king's will to impose his language. In addition, the administration was developing both in Paris and in the provinces, financially and judicially: royal agents, controllers, secretaries of state spreaded throughout the territory and disseminated French. Customs were now collected in the language of the king. The monarchy finally became the warrant of the stability and perenity of the French language.
It is on the occasion of poetic debates, satirical clashes, prefaces, prologues, dedicatory epistles or encomiastic pieces that the intellectuals engage in this fight in favor of French from the beginning of the century 3 . They use arguments of authority more or less tinged with affectivity or more or less linguistic reasons which had already featured in Le dialogo delle lingue (1542) by Sperone Speroni in favor of Tuscan and were taken over by J. Du Bellay, in the manifesto of the brigade of new poets of La Pleiade, La deffence et illustration de la langue francoyse (1549). This movement in favor of French was fed by those whom posterity has called the grammarians of the 16 th century, and who were most often true scholars, at the same time mathematicians, doctors, rhetors, translators, always Latinists and often Hellenists. This was the case of Pierre de La Ramée, called Ramus, or Jacques Dubois, called Sylvius, or Laurent Joubert. Throughout the century, they published books dealing mainly with pronunciation and spelling, syntax being still in an embryonic stage. But it was printers, such as Geofroy Tory or Estienne Dolet or the Estiennes who initiated this movement that drew the attention of the literate public to French.
A difficult conquest
Regional languages resisted quite steadily to the rise of French and underwent only a measured decline, especially in Bretagne or Occitan. In langue d'oil, on the contrary, the erosion of patois was quite real. Literary productions become rarer and it was around Île de France that the expansion of French was the fastest. The French extends geographically from the capital and the Île de France where the influence of royal power is more felt and where trade of all kinds is increasing. It easily enters the cities where the need for a common language is essential to the diversity of the city population. It is also spreading in the circles of the judiciary and the business bourgeoisie where it allows access to high functions. It gains the social strata who want to benefit from the culture disclosed by the printed texts in French, to accede to higher functions, to shine to the court. But rural people and simple people keep their patois to varying degrees until the early twentieth century.
French penetrated areas traditionally reserved for Latin with less ease. The position of French against Latin is indeed quite different. Although it was considered to be a prestige language compared to the patois, and a language of culture compared to foreign languages, at the turn of the contury it was often considered ambivalent in the narrow field of scholars.
For modernists, poets and theorists, such as J. Peletier du Mans, Ronsard or Du Bellay, it had reached a point of development that authorised all expressions. Thus, the pleas in favor of French, intended for professors and scholars, accumulated arguments of a moral, linguistic, historical or even mythical nature.
But Latin had indeed good reasons to survive. It was the reference language of scholars, that of ancient writers whose purity 16 th century scholars could admire in founding works. A vehicle of scientific knowledge, it was the language of communication among Western European scholars who strove, for this reason, to preserve Latin in their publications. Latin was also supported by a flourishing literature which, in the 16 th century, enjoyed a considerable European and French development with many works such as those of G. Buchanan, D. Erasme, F. Budé, E. Dolet, J. Calvin, T. de Bèze, Dorat, Du Bellay or J.A. of Baïf in particular. Therefore it seemed logical that Latin should be a subject to be taught and that it should rank first.
Yet clear signs of weakness appeared throughout the century. First of all, between the classical Latin of Cicero or Virgil and the Latin studied in universities or written fluently, there was an abyss which was rendered increasingly clear, in the eyes of all, by the distribution of printed works of antiquity. The use of classical Latin did not solve all the problems. The hypercorrection that it sometimes provoked on the part of the Ciceroons sclerosed linguistic expression and made the translation of socio-political scientific or religious realities specific to the sixteenth century often impossible, if not ridiculous.
If one adds to this the fact that the development of the printing press created new readers who did not know Latin or no longer mastered the classical language, that the partisans of the Reformation wished to make religious texts known to a greater number of persons, one understands why Latin appeared hard and maladjusted to new needs.
If French entered the fields of sciences and letters, it had a hard time to penetrate the religious field and it almost remained outside of the educational system, especially of higher education. In sciences, however, there emerged a budding francization, which would not remain without long-term consequences on education.
The conservatives remained attached to Latin, which they found better adjusted to the expression of elevated subjects. Yet, a large amount of French literature, admired both in France and abroad, was born, and a large number books that were concerned with language were published, giving rise to a keen interest in pronunciation, writing or the use of French emerged among scholars. Suffice to mention, among others, throughout the century, publications such as the works of Meigret in France, the first premier Traité méthodique de prononciation française by T. de Bèze (1584), dictionaries -the Français-Latin by R.
Estienne, printed in 1539, in Paris, the rimes françoises by Odet de La Noue, in 1596, The Tresor de la langue française tant ancienne que moderne by Nicot, in 1606-, the first works on the origins of the language by C. Fauchet 4 and many reflections on French spelling.
It took three centuries for regional dialects and languages to give way to the official language and for French to become a scientific and learned language, replacing Latin. That was the work of the 17 th and 18 th century: French then acquired various nuances, complied with the needs of various social categories: parlor language, as well as familiar language (the appearance of slang), oratorical language, language of trade, language of technology, starting with the 18 th century, as witnessed by Diderot's Encyclopédie. Since then French could ensure its full communicative function in all areas previously reserved for Latin and for the populations of cities or developed social categories. Yet it was only with the French Revolution and the enforcement of compulsory education that the general francization was advocated, under the positive influence of the development of industrialization, transportation and the media in the 19 th and the 20 th century.
French, a bridge to unite European countries

The premisses of an expansion
But from the thirteenth century on, even before French spread in France, evidence shows that the language enjoyed a good prestige in European countries: in England, it had been spoken since the Norman conquest by the majority of the population before it was restricted to the role of a language of culture: nominalia, grammar treatises, language manner taught how to speak and write French correctly. The monumental work of John Palgrave, L'Esclaircissement de la langue françoise, published in 1532, and the famous dictionary by Cotgrave, are noteworthy in this sense. In Flanders and Artois, French is well established and conversation manuals were commonly. In Germany, members of the high nobility wanted their sons to learn French. In Italy, Piedmont was an area of expansion of French, which was spoken by the elite. Its prestige was so important that authors like Brunetto Latini or Marco Polo wrote or dictated part of their work in French, and Dante himself thought of writing La divine comédiein this language.
But it is especially from the 17 th century on that French has spread abroad extensively, with a variable prestige but an unquestionable unifying role, according to the groups concerned. It was a language of exile for Protestant emigrants and nobles, the former chansed out in 1685, the latter in 1789. It became a scientific and commercial language, and especially a language of culture, especially in the eighteenth century when the development of the philosophy of Enlightenment made it prestigious, for Danish, Prussian, German, Piedmontese or Russian elites. It was a genuine cultural bridge between the scholars and the nobles of European nations.
French, wrote Faiguet in the Encyclopédie 5 , enjoys the glory "of being that language that the nations learn by a tacit convention to be able to understand each other". Rivarol believed in the universality of French in this French-speaking Enlightenment Europe, to use the title of Marc Fumaroli's book (Fumaroli, 2001 ). How could one account for this success of French and the choice of this language by the scholars and the crowned heads of Europe? The reasons are grounded in several ethnological, historical, philosophical and linguistic factors.
Ethnological factors
First of all, since the movements of Frankish and Germanic populations in the 5 th century, neo-Latin dialects of the oïl family have existed in the southwestern territories of present-day Belgium and Luxembourg: Walloon with its variations and dialects: Picard, Lorrain and Champenois. It was because of this kinship that French spread easily in this part of Europe, eliminating Latin on the one hand and dialects on the other, while becoming tinted by local variants that later faded gradually.
Just like in the Belgian case, it was the displacement of Burgundian and Germanic populations that, in present-day Switzerland, delimited the linguistic zones, on the one hand, Germanic languages in the North, on the other hand, the Gallo-Roman dialects in the South, Romansh and Italian dialects being restricted to the Grisons area or near the Piedmont area. Spoken in Romance-speaking Switzerland, the French-Comtois and Romansh dialects were, just like in Belgium, contaminated and then dominated by French, all the more so since the French-Comtoi is part of the oïl branch and Romansh belongs to the Franco-Provençal languages, both well established in France.
Historical factors
The hegemony of the French language in the 18 th century was connected to the political context and the intense -official and officious -diplomatic activity conducted by Choiseul and whose center was located in Versailles. In the search for a civilized peace, diplomats came across the actors of the Republic of Letters and of the Republic of Arts, thus weaving networks in Europe. Despite localized conflicts, Europe benefited, from the death of Louis XIV to the Revolution, from an exceptional period of peace, which grounded the optimistic claims of the representatives of Enlightenment to pleasure and happiness. The universality of language was thus confused de facto with the humanitarian universalism of the Enlightenment. Everywhere, Choiseul's diplomacy sealed its success, which culminated in 1770 with the conclusion of the marriage between the Dauphin and Marie Antoinette. To represent her in Paris and to inform her about the consequences of this union, MarieThérèse chose a French diplomat, Count Mercy d'Argenteau, with whom she exchanged an abundant correspondence, written in French of course. It was in this language that the Dauphine conversed with her mother; in was in this language too that, once she became sovereign, she addressed Count of Fersen later, or on which, as a captive queen, she wrote her coded correspondence. Stanislas Poniatowski, the last king of Poland exiled in St. Petersburg, the protégé of Mrs. Geoffrin, wrote his memoirs in French, as well.
Philosophical factors
For a European whose mother tongue is not French, to choose this language does not necessarily meet the need to find a language of communication, but the desire to take part in the civilization enterprise initiated in Paris. In the 18 th century, as Marc Fumaroli rightly wrote, "whoever discovers that he wants to take part in a civilized conversation [...] before dying starts speaking French" (Fumaroli, 2001: 21) . Voltaire was dazzled by the changes which the progress of French brought to the Saint Petersburg court: "Nothing is more extraordinary than this assemblage of all French graces in the country which was only that of bears fifty years ago". The Prince of Ligne, whose family capital was Vienna, never spoke his mother tongue more than very little. He saluted in French, the language of urbanity, civilization and conversationequivalent terms for a man of Enlightenment -and regreted that its use was lost after the revolutionary trauma. Every European, every man of taste and wit, saw his second homeland in Paris, often through the grace of a linguistic and cultural apprenticeship provided by French tutors and governesses.
Linguistic factors
The exceptional wealth of our literature at this time ensured the triumph of language. According to the encyclopedia, "The 17 th and 18 th centuries produced in our language so many admirable works of all kinds, that it necessarily became the language of the nations and courts of Europe". What is this genius? For Isabelle de Charrière, French offered a model of thought, admired for its clarity and reasoning ability. When she was barely eleven years old, she claimed to have almost forgotten her native Dutch. The Encyclopédiepraised the clarity, order, accuracy and purity of terms that distinguish French from all other languages. Voltaire also defined the "genius of this language" as "clarity and order". This natural capacity for rationality and correctness is accompanied by an intrinsic delicacy, supposed to ban vulgar or obscene terms.The language of philosophy was also that of the frivolity of an aristocracy expert in the art of getting un-bored and seduced by the virtuosity of good words 6 and projections of the spirit. So many qualities could not exist without the defects that they induced. If the genius of the language was acknowledged to lend itself particularly well to speculative activities, its sin, on the other hand, was its poetic inadequacies and the heaviness of an unattractive versification. Horace Walpole, who was the unfortunate passion of Mme du Deffand, corresponded in French with her, but confessed little at ease in this language which, according to him, was "the most antipoetic idiom of Europe, the most sterile, and moreover the most ridden with difficulties"(C. de Ligne, 2006: 132-133.) .
No doubt the French of Enlightenment Europe comforted the immense privilege of the social and intellectual elite, of whom it was the language of choice and who believed in the decline of barbarism, the advent of a European urbanity and the delights of conversations enlightened by the genius of a civilizing language. But how could one still believe in the delicacy of a nation that had decreed Terror? The Ancien Régime pulled along the European policed French-speaking society in its fall, and the linguistic and cultural bridge that had been established in Europe gradually disintegrated with the rise of national languages over the following centuries.
French, a bridge to unite Francophones and Francophiles
Since the beginning of the 17 th century, French has spread beyond the seas with various fortunes: confronted with local dialects, it has been enriched by new variants, up to the point of giving birth to Creoles, while retaining sometimes original archaisms. Depending on its speakers, it could be considered, among other cases of a complex reality, as the distinctive link of an exiled community, particularly in North America, as the language of the colonizer, particularly in Africa, or as a kind of cultural hyphen. But there are also all the francophiles who learn French for culture, pleasure, trade ...
Québec and French North America
Apart from the Canadian province of Quebec, where 90% of the population is French-speaking, three zones still bear witness to the North American Francophonie: the region of the southern provinces (New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island), New England, and certain counties from Louisiana. It is only in Quebec that French evinces grand vitality visavis invasive English. Coming out of standard French, contaminated by regional forms of the dialects of Western France as well as by Amerindian languages, the French of Quebec is essentially influenced by two traits: archaism, due to its isolation, and Anglicism, due to its environment. Evidence for the former trait is, for instance: the pronunciation in [we] of the graphic oi, in certain places, the use of the suffix -eux (nuiseux), the word char to refer to one's car ... and for the latter, among others, the abbreviation of central vowels in words, borrowings (canne: "tin can"), changes of meaning (magasiner: "to go shopping"). But reactions against Anglicisms are also numerous and effective (fin de semainefor weekend, courrielfor mail) and an influential neology on the French of France. In this case, we are dealing, therefore, with a contextualized French of an identity value but of high dynamics in a competitive situation.
If, at the time of its establishment, it served as a communication bridge between individuals from different French regions, it has since ensured a community of cultures and ways of life visavis an Anglo-Saxon world felt as different and constraining.
Africa
On this continent, French was indeed the language of the colonizer: the conference of Berlin (1885), when Africa was shared between the European powers, established the zone of influence granted to France; the army and the administrative staff introduced French to better conquer, establish a control political authority, and exploit mining or agricultural resources. Teachers were often former military officers whose task was to train more auxiliary staff in administrative management than natives. French thus had a reduced diffusion until the WWII.
After the Brazzaville Conference (1944), education developed and became compulsory in 1949, but the results remained modest. However, the language of the colonizer, against all odds, was maintained, sometimes even extended for political reasons (the multilingualism of most states rendered explosive all promotion of a local language), for technical reasons (local languages were spoken more than written), for cultural reasons (lack of literature), social reasons (French was the way to success). Although French is nowadays the official language of most African states that emerged from the French or Belgian colonization, the democratization of schools has malfunctioned and it is estimated that currently, only 10% of the population represents African speakers who speak French.
In North Africa, Morocco and Tunisia have a very different situation: under the French protectorate, respectively in 1912 and 1881, these countries were not colonies of exploitation like black Africa, or of population colonialisation, like Algeria, although a significant number of civil servants and settlers were present in these territories as well. Decolonization was rapid and there, French is the language of openness, complementary to Arabic. In Morocco, French has the status of a foreign language only.
Elsewhere in the world
Francophiles are numerous everywhere else in the world, and they are supported by the presence of diplomatic services, French highschools, by institutions belonging to the AEFE or to the laic French Mission, by the network of Alliances Françaises, TV5 monde, French schools, French Institutes, university departments for foreign students, by spot actions for French (such as The Ten Words Contest), and it would be difficult to draw an accurate or precise state of the art within this paper.
But this quick overview should not overshadow the current issues of diffusion of French not only throughout the world, but also in France and in Europe.
How can French consolidate its bridges and establish new ones?
If French -the official language of administration and exchangehas been imposed everywhere in France via compulsory instruction, this does not mean that it is the only language of the French Republic. Even if the status of French in France is not at issue, the diversity of the languages in contact is a constantly evolving factor. Within a political situation enlarged to Europe and a worldwide commercial context, French is a language among others, subject to the competition and the power of English, the language of the big powers.
French and the languages of France
The languages spoken in France are characterized by a great diversity 7 . In metropolitan France there are the original languages (Indo-European -Romance, Germanic, Celtic-as well as Basque, a non-Indo-European language) and the languages of the emigration. Elsewhere, we also
Regional languages
According to the 1999 census, 26% of the adults living in France had regularly spoken a language other than French during their childhoodAlsatian (660,000 persons), Occitan (610,000), Oïl Languages (580,000), Breton (290,000), regularly -and, for each of these languages, one can add an almost equal number of occasional speakers. But language transmission in France -which was not included in the linguistic politics in use since the Revolution, following the attacks of Abbé Grégoire and of E. de Coquebert de Montbret, since the compulsory instruction in French and in spite of the efforts of Romanists and folklorists (implementation of linguistic atlases and movements for the protection of regional languages) -is almost no longer assured within the family circle. It relies nowadays on the teaching of these languages and their creativity in the cultural field. However, the Observatory of Linguistic Practice, established in 1999 within the General Delegation for French and the Languages of France, makes it possible to know the actual language practices: variety of uses, contacts among languages, transmission and acquisition… As for regulations, the place of the languages of France in the areas of culture, education and in the media is defined by several legislative texts and by the law of 4 August 1994, relative to the use of French, which specifies: "the provisions of the present law shall apply without prejudice to the legislation and regulations relative to regional languages in France and is not against their use" (article 21). Thus, the law stipulates the compulsory, but non-exclusive use of French: the use of regional languages is authorized in all fields, including public services, just as translation from French. We also know that the teaching of regional languages is possible in schools and universities, and that some of them are included within recognized tests and examinations. However, the unifying politics of France, which appeared very early in Europe, since the 16 th century, and the edict of Villers-Cotterêt, turned French into the only official and dominant language of the nation.
French and the languages of immigrants 8
Apart from these traditional languages, inherent to a geographical area or to a people, an interlaguage emerges between the dominant French and a great variety of vernaculars composing the linguistic mosaic of the cities, where communities of different origins coexist: Maghrebi Arabic, Berber, African and Asian languages, Gypsy languages, Creole from the Overseas Departments and Territories, or Turkish, to cite just a few. A linguistic mixture appears and these practices are the most active foci for the emergence of slang forms. Within this variety of French a process of destructuration of the French language is then set up. It is a form sometimes called "verlan", or "argot", or even "racaille-mot" (words of the scum). This variety of interstitial French, that can be referred to as "slang of the cities" or "slang of the suburbs", is the most important contemporary manifestation of a type of French which, for the last decades, first of all lost its rural character, and then any worker or proletarian component, in order to become the mode of expression of social groups involved in an urbanization process. Gradually, French urban dialects developed, which are practiced to a greater or a lesser extent daily by millions of people in France, be them of French origin or not, issued from the immigration or foreign. The lexical forms of contemporary French cities are drawn from the old French and its regional varieties, and from the old slang, but also from the many languages of the communities linked to immigration.
-words of Arab, Berber origin:arhnouch (policier) (< Arabic hnae∫ "snake, police officer");casbah (house) (< Arabic qasba"house")...
-words of Gipsy origin: bédo (haschisch cigar); chourav (to steal) (< Romani t∫orav, I steal; cf. also t∫ori∫em, I steal in Serbian-Croatian argot, with a Gipsy basis(Marcel Cortiade, op. cit., p.155) ...
-words of African origin:go (young girl, young woman) (phonetic deformation of the English girl);gorette (girl) (wolof go:r ) (cf. see above); -words of Antillaise origin:maconmé (homosexual) (« Creole » pronunciation of ma commère; timal(guy, man) (< petit mâle).
See also the existence of fake Gipsy words (by adding the suffixav(e)) such as bédav (to smoke) (cf. bédo above);couillav (to deceive someone) (from French couillonner, couiller);graillav (to eat) (argot grailler + craillave);pourav (smell bad) (rotten + av);tirav(voler [à la tire]) (argot tirer).
Moreover, this variety of French also includes a great number of specific lexical creations, which do not belong only to the verlan, as commonly believed. The following examples show the metis character of some words:
-Bledard, bledman, blédos, blédien: someone who comes from his country, ignorant, peasant (= rustre); Arab. Suffixation in -ien, argotic suffixation in -os, -ard de bled (argotic noun of Arabic origin). The classical Arabian bilafid gave in Maghreb Arabic bled with the sense of field, town, country. It was through the North African military argot at the end of the last century (time of colonialism) that this term became slang. synonym: deblé man; -Kiffer: to love. Close, on the one hand, to the Arabic kiff (mixture of cannabis and tobacco) and thus to the fact of loving the kiff but also close to phrases such as être kiff de qqn;
The asserted linguistic identity, strongly correlated with the ethnical one, will be expressed through words borrowed from languages of the origin cultures. This type of behaviour is to be found especially among young people issued from the migrant background, who want to distinguish themselves from those who have a mode of socialization related to work, while they themselves feel excluded from the world of work and marginalized. For the young people with a migrant background, "the source-language acquires a strong symbolic value… this "lignagière" representation of the source-language does not necessarily go hand in hand with an intensive use of this language or even his knowledge", as shown by Louise Dabène and Jacqueline Billiez (1987, 62-77, 65) .
The recourse to "identity" terms in the dominant linguistic system corresponds to a permanent desire to create a diglossia, which is obviously the language manifestation of a revolt which is, above all, social. The immediate daily socio-economic environment of the cities and of other neighbourhoods is most often unfavourable, and in parallel with the social divide, another fracture emerged: the linguistic one. One's native linguistic standards developed thus as "counterstandards" to the French, academic language, which was perceived as "foreign".
French in Europe
In Europe, English has become the language of international exchange. This resulted in a loss of functionality of the other languages, including French, within the Community institutions, in trade exchanges, corporate boards of directors, in the world of scientific research and in universities, where master programs in English are much appreciated. For national languages there is, thus, a decrease of the lexicon which would have enabled them to remain "en état de service", according to Pierre Encrevé's expression. This largely European phenomenon raises a major issue, which the European Union tries to solve by stating that the diversity of languages is a chance for Europe, which can thus preserve everyone's cultural identities. In reality, the future of languages depends on the difficult to maintain balance between the function of communication and identity function, between tools for expression and perspectives on the world, between service language and culture language.
We become aware of this when we analyse the place of French in different fields. In the community institutions, a study conducted by the Robert Schuman Foundation highlighted that a significant presence of the French in different forums does not necessarily translate into a strengthening of the situation of French as a language of use and work. Moreover, only a minority of the member states of the Institutional Francophony and of their representatives makes French its language of usage in Bruxelles. Thus, in the absence of a strong political will, the law of functionality will impose itself.
In fact, French is delegitimized in the eyes of the modernists and English appears to be the common idiom, the vehicle of modernity. But by doing so, the Francophone speaker gives up his or her natural linguistic mastery, cultural identity, Europe is marginalized, while its cinema and literature, its discoveries must continue to transmit its languages and cultures. However, French still has an important part to play as a language of work in European institutions, as a language of culture in European countries and around the world, where many people still speak it, but a political will must accompany these tendencies. A large number of organisms aim to support the French language, such as the French Alliance, which tries, in Bruxelles and all over the world, to promote French not only in its academic forms but also in the more pragmatic aspects: a euro-French, faithful to the economic spirit reigning in Bruxelles, a common language, with variables and brands of national or regional diversities: "The French must thus play the role of intermediate or pivot language in the spaces where it aims at enlarging or perpetuating its political, cultural and economic influence" (Lecler, 2011) . 9 While being spoken by a large number of people, the French language modified its representations during the 20 th century. The Parisian standard was somewhat challenged, in favour of an identity claim.
French in the Francophony and in the world
An identity claim
This claim is to be found in Québec in the 1960s, with the "Traquil Revolution"-on the political level and the "joual quarrel", which concentrated the linguistic and pedagogical debates on the standard. A number of intellectuals and linguists, defenders of the Quebecois national identity, refused cultural alienation (Anglo-Saxon but also French), and claimed that the Quebecois standard must be defined by the Quebecois themselves and that Quebec French can also serve as a reference standard, as it is at least as legitimate and of good quality as Parisian French.
In sub-Saharan Africa, in the former colonies and the French or Belgian ex-protectorates, the representation of French and its norm presents, beyond surface differences, similarities with the Québec situation. For a long time perceived as an imposed foreign language, French gradually integrated -especially thanks to the school systeminto the linguistic repertoire of an increasing number of African speakers. However, as French is getting tropical, its image undergoes modifications and the standard of use is modified in its turn. There is a typically African way to speak French, that an African must observe, under penalty of being ostracized and rejected by his/her linguistic community. For instance, in this part of Africa there are different varieties of French, which differ according to the methods of acquisition, a fact which explains the coexistence -at least on the theoretical level -of varieties specific to intellectuals, to people who have benefitted from education or to those who received little or no schooling. However, these distinctions within the French language do not take into consideration -for Francophone speakers, who are, almost all, more or less bilingual, the most common way of speaking French by mixing the codes, which explains the success of the Francarabe in the Maghreb, the Franlof in Senegal, the Fransango in Centrafique, etc. They also neglect the existence of other types of languages such as hybrid or mixed languages invented by young people, like the camfranglais in Cameroon or the Nouchi in the Ivory Coast, which is difficult to say exactly if they are still French. If we limit ourselves to the least eccentric varieties, we can see that the topolectes of French differ mainly in phonetic and lexical levels.
In North Africa, the issue of the French language is less related to the standard and more to its inscription in the linguistic landscape, dominated by the Arab language. After the African countries conquered their independence, Algeria relegated French to the role of a foreign language, in spite of its importance, as least in national communication; in Mauritania the more and more Arabic orientations of the successive political regimes lost French its status of official language, in spite of the recriminations levelled by the negro-African communities; it is only in Tunisia, with the bilingualism promoted by Bourguiba, and to a lesser extent, in Hassan II's Morocco, that French preserved its position of a privileged language, as these countries practiced a realist and openminded policy of Arabization. Paradoxically, the recognition, under popular pressure, of the role of vernacular languages, and particularly of Berer (Amazigh) in Morocco and in Algeria, provided the officials with a better appreciation of the linguistic dynamics (reintroduction of instruction in French starting with the second year of primary school in Algeria). However, the official recognition of a North African French, endowed with its own standards is not included on the agenda. For a community to claim a specific linguistic identity, there has to be a local autonomous identity, different from the standard, be it real or imagined.
A standard that needs to be adapted
Generally, institutions adopt a very conservative and elitist politics, which enables the privileged speaking "good French" (the exogenous standard) to conserve and justify their social advantages. This position is all the more difficult to maintain, as teachers master only partially the standard: they unwillingly substitute the local standard to the exterior one: they teach the only variety of French that they know, their own, generally closer to regional French (especially for phonetics and prosody) than to academic French promoted by pedagogical officials.
Certainly, it was in Quebec that the debate on the French linguistic standard was the most heated, raising sometimes debates which went far beyond the circle of specialists. The Quebecois linguists and especially the Quebec Council for the French Language have clearly stated the double constraint that the choice of a standard must observe: on the one hand, the refusal of linguistic separatism and the necessity of maintaining intercomprehension among francophones, in order to avoid the danger of babelisation, as the Quebecois "do not want to cut themselves off from international French" (Conseil de la langue française, 1990: 51); on the other hand, the need of asserting the national identity, of defending the linguistic personality of the community and its capacity of defining its norms ("Repatriation of sociolinguistic judgment"): "It is important that normative decisions concerning Quebec's linguistic uses be taken by Quebeckers and that, in such cases, we cease to rely on evaluations and judgments made abroad" (Conseil de la langue française, 1990: 31).The adopted option could be summarized as: "No to French French, yes to standard Quebecois": the reference standard would migrate and favour Quebec's prestige variety, used by "people with a fairly good level of education, a relatively high economic and social status, and who influence the general evolution of the Quebec community". This option is implemented in two dictionaries, of a pedagogical vocation, the Dictionnaire du français plus coordinated by C. Poirier and the Dictionnaire québécois d'aujourd'hui by Jean-Claude Boulanger, whose publication raised a violent controversy (see Diane Lamonde's violent book, which develops the arguments of the opponents of the "québécois standard".These polemics, just as the relative commercial failure of these dictionaries, translate the difficulty of finding a balanced position, conciliating both authenticity requirements and the need not to cut off from the other francophone linguistic communities.
Globally speaking, the overseas French speakers and those from the South are subjected to centrifugal forces, which tend to differentiate them from the reference variety, for both external reasons (the instruction system, often unable to convey the hexagonal norm, that it is supposed to spread) and because of the speakers' will to assert their specificity and national identity. This identity differentiation may be exacerbated in certain groups (especially young people) so as to harm the inter-comprehension with other members of the national community, and even more so with other Francophone speakers. This phenomenon turns patent when the hard core of the language -morphosyntax -is reached, or when the lexicon is massively invaded by terms unknown to the standard or endowed with specific meanings, unknown to the other Francophone speakers. This evolution is certainly encouraging, as it translates the vitality and plasticity of African French, its appropriation by new speakers, who transform language at will. It is also disturbing, as it is the symptom of the African school malaise, which is too cautious, too insecure, and unable to provide students with an instrument of modern and dynamic communication, capable of answering their needs of expression, in the countries where French is, nevertheless, an official language.
However, for reasons of growing demography, because of the extension of French in Africa, of the aid and progress we can hope for, it is agreed that Africa as a whole is the future of French, a French which is coloured by African roots or local accents.
Thus, even the language of the colonizer can represent a bridge between the different ethnic groups, within the babel of languages, provided it represent a common good, a culture, a literature, economic means to develop trade.
Can the French language still unite us?
Today, we are witnessing a paradoxical double movement, expressed by the need for a common language (that Claude Hagège calls the nostalgia of fusion) for reasons of speed of communication, economy of means or comfort of transport, but also for a need of identity (Cl. Hagège speaks about an "ivresse d'altérité"), perceived as a guarantee of survival for a group or a people.
The French culture may be placed at the confluence of these two trends and may be reassuming, for certain reasons, a certain role of mediator in the fields of taste, of the spirit, of the pleasure of living. Indeed, French is present in fields which seem essential for the future of humanity: oceanography, agriculture, mathematics, demography...
In fact, the promotion of linguistic variety concerns a variety of issues: geopolitical, citizen, artistic, economic, technological, and ecological. However, tensions over this subject remain very strong, especially in Europe. Or, due to its exceptional linguistic heritage, Europe could open up paths in order to escape monoculturalism through a dynamics of languages and exchanges. French, supported by a real political will, could play an essential part both as a service and as a culture language, but always a fresh and creative one.
A language of service used for information (such as the globish, for English), a language of culture able to convey values and thus create new ones, through contact with the surrounding languages. The need to express one's feelings in an authentic manner pushes one to create in the language one speaks. As Heinz Weismann puts it so well: "We shouldn't neglect the love that one must have for one's language, to the point of wanting to make her children".
Thus, numerous actions must be taken, both in France and all over the world. Children's instruction in French must be a priority, in order to better integrate the new generations, issued from the emigration, to develop a better knowledge of foreign languages and the habit of transposition and translation (for instance, the pedagogy of related languages), as well as reading and writing. But we could also influence oral and written French for the better the, and consequently the social and human success of the French by raising the attention of the French society to its common linguistic heritage. New bridges can be built; new paths can be opened by strengthening ties of all kinds, including economic ones, among Francophone and Francophile countries, by providing good quality translations in negotiations. But it could be difficult to do so in the absence of a real awareness, in the absence of political will, and love for our language, without the courage to be ourselves, without unrelenting optimism.
We have presented here some constructive prospects, as we do not mean to fight against other languages, but to enrich French with their contributions, to illustrate our language through richer practices, more extended usages, more adapted communications, more elaborate writings, more brilliant works, in France, in Europe or throughout the world. Defending one's language, in a world where economic power and cultural radiation forged over the years, does not necessarily mean protecting it from theassaults which would be menacing it but rather contribute to its dissemination.
spoken by French citizens within the borders of France long enough to count as part of the country's cultural heritage, without being the official language of any state". If some languages -such as Basque, Catalan, Flemish or Franciquetransgress political borders, they state at the same time the internal plurality and the unity of our European cultural space. 
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